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Which theoretical narrative is most valid?
Think BIG!
7 Fields of Social Problems
• Poverty
• Unemployment







Gordons’ Era (1977) vs. Today (2017)
Found Patterns
Major Worsening Social Problem Outcomes and Conditions
Found Patterns (30 Variables)
Major Worsening Social, Economic and Class Divides and Disparities











Figure 4a. Life Expectancy Comparison of 











































Figure 9. Propotion of Families in Income 
Neighborhood, 1970-2009, 117 Metropolitan Areas 




























































Figure 12 Income Inequity, Top Inheritance Tax Rate, 








Which theoretical narrative is most valid?
Which gives us the best explanation and 
understanding of the conditions and “reality” we can 
observe today?
The totality of evidence supports Gordon’s 
contention of 40 years ago…..the “radical” narrative 
is the most valid…..and more relevant and 
necessary than ever.
Lift the fog!
Have the debate that has never occurred!
Take an academic stand!  Actively advocate!
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